Interview with an Adventure Dog: WHO IS THAT DOG ?
BIO @ Scruffie: the Adventure Dog
Scruffie is a Pedigree adventure dog and vagabond. It is Unclear
where he was born precisely but numerous theory's exist. We believe
he is 12 Human Years old.
He first met Meena in a small village in Warwick in the United
Kingdom in 2003 but was still a very small dog. We know that he
came to England to have adventures and had come to Warwick Castle
to become a knight. When he realised that this was not possible he
joined Meena hoping for an English Adventure.
It was upon meeting Glenn in 2004 that this appetite for Grand
adventures started as Glenn's many trips to the mountains, Forests
and Continental Europe offered tremendous opportunities.
Scruffie then developed many Skills and abilities so that by 2007 he
was joining Meena and Glenn in their International Adventures.
In 2012 Scruffie convinced Meena and Glenn that they should move
to Australia as there were many leadership opportunities for Dogs.

Question

Answers

Why did you become a Scout?
Why did you Choose 1st /14th Brighton
Scout Troop?

I wanted to have adventures, make new friends and Learn Skills
I am an adventure dog First and Foremost, Their Advertising said they
would provide "the adventure of a lifetime" - That appealed to me. They also had all the equipment and Leaders to deliver.
Attendance and Participation. if you don't Pitch up and Pitch in then
nothing else can be done. Once you do it all flows.
I would prefer not to say - I prefer hearing peoples theories. I am also
a Mystery dog on weekends
I have a 175 Independent migrant Visa which allows me and my
dependants (Meena and Glenn) to have permanent residency
I do. It's very important to be a Good citizen. I plan to maintain my
Dual nationalities of UK, Canadian and South African. 2 years to go
I am a huge believer in the power of non verbal communication and
speaking through others - Like you ! (talks to interviewer)
Yes, Meena is a Hindu and so I chose to be a Ethical Vegetarian.
That is absolute nonsense. Next you will be saying that Father
Christmas or Lady luck don't exist. Preposterous. I thought this was a
serious interview.
Europe, Africa, North America, Asia and Australia. 20 Countries.
I am a libertarian and a big believer in egalitarianism, Social contracts
and equal opportunities.
I hate bullying, gender or Species prejudices and when people aren't
given an equitable chance, But I also believe people must play a role
and make an effort to contribute the group and its identity
Be Nice, Take part, include and help others, expect the best of others
Yes _ the Scout Law is a good Summary of some pretty good values.
Yes - I have already started. my vision is to include all types of dogs
from all backgrounds. We will beat the other patrols.

What is the most important part of Scouts?
Where were you born ?
Do you have Permanent residency
Do you Plan to be a Australian Citizen?
How come you have so much to say yet we
never hear you speak?
I heard you are a Vegetarian?
Some people say that you are not real , that
you are just an anthropomorphic
personification of Meena and Glenn.
How many places have you had adventures?
What do you stand for.?
What does that mean in Australian ?

Nope Still not with you.
But that Sounds like the Scout Law????
I hear rumours that you want to start your
own "Canine Patrol" -Is this true?

Scruffie's Adventures - Avery brief Synopsis

Scruffie Leaves England to Visit Germany - World cup

Adventure dog Hunting Rhino in Africa (Swaziland)

Bush tracker Scruffie in Mozambique

Blyde river Canyon - South Africa

Canadian Canoes in Canada - Scruffie Caught a Huge Bass

Dessert - Dubai

Baseball - Scruffie advises Pro Ball in North America

Scruffie Makes a Friend - Jessica the Hippo

